A general method for the determination of molecular quantities from measurements in dense phases without chemical reactions has been presented in a previous paper [1], The method is extended to phases where chemical reactions may occur. The intimate relationship between the investigation of chemical equilibria and the determination of model molar quantities is shown. Some particular reactions have to be assumed as hypothesis. A scheme is developed, by which in favorable cases it is possible to falsify the assumed hypothesis or to estimate corresponding equilibrium constants ani model molar quantities. Some special chemical reactions are treated, where observable quantities are insensitive to any variation of the concentrations of solutions and therefore such methods cannot contribute to the investigation of the systems.
Introduction
For a macroscopic phase meeting a few general requirements it is possible to define measurable quantities corresponding to certain bulk properties without introducing any assumption relating to the particular molecular structure of the considered phase [1] . Of special interest are extensive quantities and their adjoint densities, defined by (1.22)*, since originally measured quantities, as determined with suitable instruments, are either bulk quantities of one or the other type or such quantities can easily be calculated from them. Knowledge of their values for varying composition of the phase allow T s the determination of corresponding partial molar quantities (PMQ's), methods for appropriate evaluations have been discussed previously [1] . The set of generalized densities or the set of all PMQ's, obtainable with a given set of measured data, includes all information known, particularly that about any chemical reaction occurring in the phase. To relate the generalized densities or the PMQ's to molecular quantities necessitates the introduction of an appropriate molecular model. For systems with chemical reactions there are actually two independent models needed. The one model serves for the description of the chemical reactions taking * The abbreviation Eq. (I ) denotes equations of paper I of this series [1] .
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. W. Liptay, Institut für Physikalische Chemie der Universität Mainz, D-6500 Mainz. place in the phase, and the other model has to allow some representation of the model molar quantities (MMQ's) for all substances present. In the model about chemical reactions all thinkable ones should be taken into consideration, but this is never possible. The choice of only one or a few of such reactions leads to a particular model which may be considered as a hypothesis about the investigated system. The comparis m of the hypothesis and its consequences with the experimental data can falsify the hypothesis or not. As a consequence therefrom many reaction models can be discarded, but not any one can be proved. Usually an investigator is not as alert of this fact when systems in equilibrium states are analyzed as when similar work in reaction kinetics is performed.
In paper I of this series the determination of PMQ's from extensive quantities or densities has been discussed. In systems without chemical reactions the PMQ's are related only to the MMQ's of the substances used to generate the mixture. The further evaluation, based on a molecular model, allows the determination of molecular quantities; examples have been presented in papers II and III [2, 3] . In systems with chemical reactions the PMQ's are related as well to the MMQ's, naturally now of all substances present in the phase, but additionally they are intimately related to the chemical reactions taking place. These connections will be discussed in this paper, and an application will be presented in the following one [4] . 0340 -4811 / 82 / 1200-1416 $ 01.30/0. -Please order a reprint rather than making your own copy.
The Composition of a Phase
A one-phase system can usually be generated by mixing a number E of pure substances Aj (initial substances, J=1,...,E).
The amount of the phase and its composition in a stationary state is completely described by the values of the initial masses tyiqj or of the initial amounts of substances noj = moj/Mj, where Mj is the molar mass of Aj. If we consider a solution, we assume Ai, ..., As to constitute the mixed solvent and As+i, ..., AE the solutes.
A chemical reaction causes a change of the amounts of some of the substances initially present and possibly generates additional substances. The number of substances present in the phase after termination of the reaction processes shall be K, the mass and amount of substance A/ in the thermodynamical equilibrium state shall be mi and ni, respectively. To define a relation between the uqj (J =1, ..., E) and the ni (/ = 1, ..., K), we have to describe the chemical reactions by formulas as
j=l where VRJ is the stoichiometric coefficient of substance Aj in the reaction R. If one or more of the molecules A j take part in two or more reactions, then the set of coupled reactions can be represented equivalently by different sets of formulas of the type of eq. (1). It is always possible, but usually not unique, to select from all those formulas a set of mutually independent ones, so that their number is the minimal one covering all reactions occurring in the phase. This minimal number shall be U. Introducing £R , the extent of the reaction R in units of amount of substance, the amount of substance A j present in the phase is given by the equation u nj = n0j + J=i,...,K.
If chemical reactions occur, usually it is K>E\ it can be K = E if either there is no chemical reaction or if the amounts of substance of all educts and all products participating in any of the reactions are chosen as primitive variables. This can be realized if all substances A j, J = 1, ..., K, can be prepared as pure substances. Th's is not the case, for example, if dissociation reactions leading to ions 1417 are considered, since the balance equation for electrical charges always has to be satisfied,
where zj is the charge number of substance A j.
In a stationary state the quantities are homogeneous functions of first degree of woi > • • • > NOE , and they depend on further variables wherefore we choose the intensive quantities temperature T = pressure p = #2, and, if necessary, $3, ..., #£, that is £R = ßi)-In many cases it is advantageous to substitute one or some of the extensive variables / by intensive variables ipoi defined as in (1.14)
where !f is an extensive quantity, and %i is a constant quantity possibly different for different substances. Examples of y>o/ have been listed in Table 1 of paper I. Using the same extensive quantity W, one can define an extent of reaction in a unit equal to that of the corresponding yjQi by
£v>r = £\pR { n oi > $«) is a function homogeneous of zeroth degree of UQ\ , ..., UQE , hence it can as well be represented by the concentration variables ipoi, that is T-VR = £VR{IPOI, 0i). Using (2), (5), (4) and (1.71), xpi = ni/xiW, the following relations result * u
The Relation of Partial Molar Quantities to Model

Molar quantities in Phases with Chemical
Reactions
To any extensive bulk quantity 0 of a phase there are adjoint a common density D& = 0IV and a generalized density _ 0 _ D^mo ~ XfJ ~~ ~xp as defined by (1.21) and (1.57), respectively. E * Choosing yjj -xj we take W = no = 2 n o 1 as defined 
j=l
Choosing W=l, %j = 1 leads to ipoj = noj and P^ is reduced to 0 (i.e. Pn0 = 0)', choosing W=V, %j= 1 leads to ip0j = COJ = woj/ V and is reduced to DQ (i.e. Pc0 = To relate the bulk quantities 0, P^ or 0OJ to molecular quantities, an appropriate molecular model has to be introduced. In such models it is generally assumed that 0 can be represented as
where cpj is the model molar quantity (MMQ) of the substance Aj present in the phase as introduced by (1.68), or equivalently
The sum in (8) includes only the initial substances Ai, ..., AE, whereas the sums in (9) and (10) have to include all substances Ai, ..., present in the phase in the thermodynamical equilibrium state. With (6) and (10) follows
J=1
where the abbreviation 
The subscripts of the derivatives are explained at (1.6). According to (13) there are four contributions to the PMQ 0oj, the first and second ones occurring also in phases without any chemical reaction, as has been discussed at (1.77). The first contribution is the MMQ cpj of the initial substance A j. * A specialized case was considered by Person [5] who recognized that the most accurate value of the formation constant of an 1:1 complex can be obtained when the concentration of the complex is approximately the same as the equilibrium concentration of the most dilute initial substance, i.e. where {d^R/dnoj)no/,9, is maximal. The PMQ's 0Oj, the MMQ's cpj and the extents of reaction £vR can also be considered as functions
..., Application of (1.18) on (13) and usage of (5) lead to
WOJ is the PMQ of the quantity W used in (4) . If the quantities <pj are considered as functions of some parameters ai, ..., ae, as has been discussed at (1.73), the derivatives (dcpiföipoj)noyt&t and (dAR(plc)ipoj)no/,d> can be developed similar to (1.79). This is necessary if molecular quantities, as electric dipole moments, for example, are desired [2] . In the course of the further evaluation it is sometimes advantageous to use the set ipo2, ..., ifoE, for the representation of the cpj s and S; the proper transformation of (13) follows by application of (1.19).
For solutions sufficiently dilute in any one of the initial substances, let us say Ag, the generalized densities Pv<p are linear functions of the properly chosen concentration variables, as has been discussed at eqs. (1.62) and (1.63). From measurements in such concentration intervals the limit 0Q'ö(e) of the PMQ 0og for ipoG~>0 can be estimated*. The relation of 0QG(G) to the MMQ's cpj and the ^R'S (and their limits) follows easily from eq. (14).
The Change of an Extensive Quantity Near an Equilibrium State
In a thermodynamic equilibrium state the values of bulk quantities and of other quantities meeting * All quantities denoted with a cross as a superscript and a capital letter in brackets as a subscript ((G) for the above example) are the limits of these quantities for vanishing concentration of one substance (y>oG->0, for example), as defined by eq. (1.38). Quantities denoted with a star as a superscript are their limits for the pure mixed solvent as E defined by eq. (1.37), i.e. for rco->no*, where no= 2 n 0J is the total amount of all initial substances.
J=i -requirements (1) and (2) During a time interval, when chemical processes occur, the extent of the chemical reactions usually can also be defined, i.e. there are quantities so that equations (2) are satisfied (with fj^Sg*). For many chemical reactions at least in states sufficiently close to the thermodynamic equilibrium state, the conditions for the processes can be chosen so that the system is in a thermodynamic equilibrium state with respect to all processes except to the chemical processes. In such cases the quantities can be considered as an additional set of mutually independent parameters which can be substituted for the ßp's in the above equation, i.e. any bulk quantity can be considered as a function yhk = yhk (noi, &1, £ { R)-This is also true for other quantities satisfying requirements (1) and (2) (2) and (12) / 00 = zl (17)
The derivative (0^/0^))WO/,d<>fÄ' represents the change of the quantity 0 due to the reaction R described by formula (1) per unit extent of reaction in units of amount of substance. Equation (17) is based on the molecular model introduced in (9). In this model there are two contributions to (0^/0^)«The first contribution is, as can be recognized from (17) and (12), the difference of the sum of the MMQ's of the products and the educts weighted by their stoichiometric coefficients. The second contribution is due to the dependences of the MMQ's cpj of all substances A j present in the phase on its composition.
If the molecular model is chosen so that
for all I, «7, then the second term on the right-hand side of (17) vanishes. Only under this peculiar circumstance is the change of the quantity 0 per unit extent of reaction equal to the quantity ARCP-
The Equilibrium Constant and the Thermodynamic Standard Reaction Quantities
The Gibbs energy G of a phase in a stationary state can be represented by
j=l where GQJ is the partial molar Gibbs energy of substance A j defined as A representation of the Gibbs energy based on some molecular model is according to (9)
where the gj are MMQ's corresponding to the Gibbs energy.
In a stationary state it is necessarily 
ARG=2VRJVJ
= Q, R = 1,...,U.
j=l Also, according to (21), (2), (19) and because of (24) it is in the equilibrium state
Based on a separate molecular model MMQ's gj satisfying eq. (18) for all I and «7 have been introduced in Sect. 9.2 of paper I [1] . For a solution of substances A^+i, ..., AE in a mixed solvent consisting of the substances Ai, ..., As, the MMQ go of any solute as defined by (1.126) is according to eq. R is the gas constant and T the temperature. xp e is a standard quantity with an arbitrary value and a unit equal to that one chosen for the concentration variable xpG. g* is equal to the PMQ G*L of the substance AL in the pure mixed solvent (i.e. for no~+n*), xp* = lim xpL. For a solvent consisting of MO -*Mo* one substance only, (27) becomes identical with (1.128). The activity coefficients fwG and fVL own according to (26) can be obtained according to
AR8*=T-i(ARK*-ARgi).
<s* is equal to the partial molar entropy S*L of the component A^ in the pure mixed solvent. The standard MMQ's s*G are defined by (1.142).
Similarly, the pressure dependence of the equilibrium constant K*R can be used for the determination of the standard reaction volume AR V* according to tively, it may be recognized that the equilibrium constant K*R, which is a dimensionless quantity, the standard Gibbs reaction energy ARg* and the standard reaction entropy ARS* can obtain any value {K*R e R+, ARg* e U, ARS* E IR); their values are unique only if some particular standard state is defined by a fixed value of the standard quantity ip G . Hence, if values of such quantities are reported, the chosen quantity for the concentration variables ifG and the chosen value for the standard quantity xp e should also be reported, otherwise those data would be worthless. As stated previously [1] , one should agree on one particular quantity for the concentration variable and one particular value for the standard state to simplify the comparison of different data. We recommend tpa = CG (with the unit mol • m~3) and tp e = 1 mol • m -3 . This choice is adapted to SI units.
G=5 +1
The Evaluation of Measurements on Phases with
Chemical Reactions
For the investigation of any chemical equilibrium reaction some extensive bulk quantities 0 or their adjoint densities DQ have to be determined for several solutions with varying concentrations. We assume that the vxlues of N different bulk quantities are determined for M different solutions, i.e. a set of data Dp = {(woi, noE, fte, is available for further evaluation. From the values of these quantities those of the adjoint generalized densities can be calculated according to (7), such that the available data are equivalently represented as T>p = { (W0J(k), ftt(k), ?v9(i, k) (Pv0(i, k) )} contains all information available, which can be used for the determination of the occurring chemical reactions, their equilibrium constants, their thermodynamic reaction quantities and the MMQ's of the products generated by those reactions.
If there are columns relating to varying values of just one concentration variable, let us say ifoG, but with fixed values of ftt, 1 = 1, ..., e, and MOJ/ WOI > 7 = 2, ...,E, I^G, the values of the PMQ's &0G and their limits &QG(G) can be estimated, as was described at (1.62) and (1.63). The set of values {(0Oö(G)(i, can a l so b e considered as a matrix, its columns are values of an (N -1)-dimensional function of a set of variables ip02,
Woe, that is they are independent of y>og and therefore the further evaluation usually is simplified.
The further evaluation is based on (11) or (14), i.e. on the dependences of Pv0, @oj or 0a/(J) on the composition of the solutions. The MMQ's cpj and their dependence on the concentration variables ipoi have to be described by some molecular model. According to (1.83) a power-series expansion is possible for MMQ's <pj corresponding to quanti-1423 ties of class Aa: 00 00
where cp* is the limit of the MMQ for the pure mixed solvent (NO-+N*) . Similarly it follows that, ARcp = ARcp* (50) 00 00
In sufficiently dilute solutions only the first few terms of the expansions (49) and (50) are significantly different from zero. A representation of the dependences of the quantities £wR and their derivatives {D£Y)RLDIPOJ)NOJ',&I on the concentration variables ipoi as needed in (11) and (14) is not possible in a general manner, but only for some particular models assumed for the occurring chemical reactions. This fact introduces a hypothesis into the evaluation which can be falsified by experiment but not proved. The choice of the chemical reactions taken into the hypothetical models cannot be formalized, but it is up to the imagination of the investigator to select all those from the enormous number of thinkable reactions which are relevant to the problem. If the set of hypothetical reaction models was chosen large enough and all but one of them could be refuted, then the remaining one has a good chance to be true.
Any hypothetical model for the chemical reactions has to be based on a set of reaction equations of the type of (1). For each reaction a quantity KWR is defined by (32), which is related to the equilibrium constant K*R by (36). According to this equation the dependence of KwR on the concentration variables ipoi can be represented by a power-series expansion, Eq. (38), which is similar to (49) and (50). The quantity KWR, Eq. (32), together with (6) allows a representation of the £wR S and their derivatives {d£y>Rld / ipoj)noj',öi dependence of the concentration variables ipoi-After introducing those equations and (49) and (50) into (11) or (14), respectively, a multiple regression analysis can either lead to estimators for the equilibrium constants, the quantities ARCP* and possibly for some coefficients ARXV<P<XS+1 ..>au and rjvRtXs+1 or to the rejection of the assumed model for chemical reactions.
The formulation of appropriate hypothetical reaction models would be facilitated if the number of independent reactions occurring in the solutions were known. An upper bound of the number of independent reactions, that can be recognized on a given set of data, follows from the rank of the matrix {(P^i, &))} (with fixed values ). Assuming the cpi and ARCP independent of the composition of the phase, then according to (11) the rank r of the matrix is smaller or equal to EU -G -H, where G is the number of initial substances, for which (pi = 0 for all i=l, ..., N, and H is the number of reactions, for which AR<P = 0 for all i = 1, ..., N. Choosing the number N of investigated different properties (for example different wavenumbers v in optical absorption measurements) and the number M of phases with different composition large enough, one may expect that in fact r = E+U -G -H and U -H is determined because E and G are usually known. But the requirement cpi and ARCP independent of yo2 j • • • > y>0E need not be satisfied and therefore r can be larger than E-\-U -G -H. In spite of this, the knowledge of r is very valuable, because r-E-\-G is the upper bound of the number of terms RARCP that should be introduced in the second sum on the right-hand side of (11) in any hypothetical model about the chemical reactions. That number is actually not the upper bound of the number of independent reactions that can occur in the phase because there can be reactions for which AR<P = 0 for all investigated properties. Such reactions have also to be included in the sum on the right-hand side of (6) for the calculation of xpj from xpoj and the £vR . For the determination of the upper bound of U -H it can be advantageous to form the quantities
whenever the cp* can be determined from the corresponding one-solute phases. The rank of the matrix Tc))') formed from the elements (i, Tc) shall be called t. According to the equation 
Vo2J • • •, yoe, it is t = r -E-\-G=U -H, and usually t is easier to be determined than r.
A similar analysis can be done with the rank / of the matrix {(&oj(i, Tc))} (with fixed values $,) formed from the elements &oj(i, Tc). Assuming cpi and AR<P independent of vo2, •••,fpoE, it will be f=U -H -I, where I is the number of reactions for which AR(p^0 but (öfVÄ/0yoj)no/,0, = O. Hence from / follows an upper bound of the number of reactions contributing to the sum over R in (13).
The determination of chemical equilibria in solutions is based on the dependence of some density D0 on the composition of the solution. As a consequence, only such reactions can be investigated in this manner, where there is actually some dependence of D<p. The first prerequisite is, that ARCP^O, as was recognized from (11), (13) and (14); we will assume that this is always satisfied. The second prerequisite is, also according to (13) , that the derivative l ar g e enough, which can usually be obtained by choosing an appropriate interval of the concentration variables ipoi. But there are some types of chemical reactions where bulk quantities are not sensitive to the variation of the concentration of solutions. Three such cases will be considered in the next subsections. An application of the above methods will be treated in paper V of this series [4] .
Equilibrium Constants for Systems with Association with the Solvent
Assume there is an association of some molecule AB with X solvent molecules Ai according to
From (32) and (36) 
A=0
where ipBo = ye, and introduce a modified (relative) equilibrium constant K*tBx by and assuming cpi and AR<P independent of JZ* -(Jr-)
where K*B0= 1, then it follows
From any observable quantity corresponding to a density D& a generalized density ?,p0 can be obtained according to (7) , which can be represented as a function of the ipj' s, Equation ( From (59) it can be recognized that the contribution due to the molecules AB and A^ (A=l, ...,vB) to the generalized density P^ is essentially dependent only on the total concentration iptb-Some minor dependences could result through the FwtBA and (yi/yf)*, but they are vanishing for sufficiently dilute solutions (wo^-^oi) and commonly cannot be used for the investigation of the reactions (53). 
The individual equilibrium constants for the reaction of molecules with a specified association state are 
Hence, in any phase where some reactions of the type (72) under participation of different molecules but with identical stoichiometric composition occur, only an average equilibrium constant K*Rt related to the total concentration iptj can be determined from experimental data [7] .
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